UNCOMPROMIZED SECURITY

F-Secure Virtual Security offers an easy and flexible solution to keep your virtual environments safe. It provides the best protection level for purely virtual, mixed, and hybrid environments.

Virtual Security solution protects both public and private cloud environments, virtual servers, and virtual desktops (VDI). It offers support for the most common virtual platforms.

OPTIMIZED PERFORMANCE

F-Secure Virtual Security optimizes performance in virtual environments.

- Allows you to optimize the use of resources in F-Secure products (Client Security and Client Security Premium, Server Security, E-mail and Server Security) in virtual environments.
- Offloads CPU-intensive scanning operations to a dedicated Scanning and Reputation Server.
- Reduced memory, CPU, and disk space consumption on virtual machines.
Virtual Security solution is designed to protect the modern business culture’s need for mixed environments. It gives you ultimate protection for all virtual environments.

Real-time protection for file and web content on virtual machines using F-Secure’s award-winning anti-malware technology and Security Cloud on the dedicated Scanning and Reputation Server.

Multi-layered protection with a light agent on Virtual machines providing advanced behavioral analysis, web content control, browsing protection, and automated software updates.

Scanning and Reputation Server offloads CPU-intensive scanning tasks and offers optimized performance for desktops and servers in virtual environments.

One management console to manage endpoints and servers in both physical and virtual environments.

Multi-platform coverage for all popular virtualization platforms: VMware, Citrix, Microsoft Hyper-V.